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Safe Step 4300 (formerly Turbo) 
 50-pound bag 
 Sodium Chloride and Magnesium Chloride blend 
 Works best at -7°F and above 
 Blend with inhibitors to make it gentler on 

concrete and metal, when used as directed 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Safe Step 6300 
 50-pound bag. Effective down to -10°F. 
 Safer for people, pets and vegetation when used as directed 
 Contains Sodium Chloride, Magnesium Chloride, Potassium 

Chloride, and a powerful MG 104 catalyst, which helps 
prevent refreezing up to 2.5 times longer. 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Other 
Bagged 
Options 
(based on 
availability) 

Peladow Calcium Chloride 
 50-pound bag 
 Fast acting pellets, drawing moisture from the air and 

creating heat to accelerate the melting process 
 Effective down to -25°F 

 
 
 
 

Hot Rock EcoGuard (50# bag) 
 Violet Dye Tint 
 Contains Sodium Chloride and Magnesium Chloride for 

faster melting and residual effects, effective down to -20°F 
Retail: $10.97 / bag  Full Pallet(49): $8.25 / bag ($404.25) 

 
Hot Rock Storm Guard (50# bag) 
 Blue Dye Tint 
 Sodium Chloride, Magnesium Chloride, and Calcium 

Chloride blended to maximize melting speed and reduce 
corrosion, effective down to -15°F 

Retail: $11.97 / bag  Full Pallet(49): $8.90 / bag ($436.10) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Primera Quad Release (50# bag) 
 Green Dye Tint 
 Formulated with 4 highly effective ingredients including 

calcium and magnesium chloride, effective down to -12°F 
Retail: $17.97 / bag Full Pallet (50): $12.40 / bag ($620.00) 

 
Safe Step SurePaws (8# Shaker & 20# bag) 
 White in color 
 Gentler on pets’ paws and skin*, concrete, and vegetation, 

effective down to -15°F 
Retail: $11.97 / shaker $17.97 / bag 

All prices are subject to change at any time. 
*A 10% discount will be applied with a 
purchase of 15+ bags at one time. 

Retail Full Pallet, 55 bags 

$19.97 / bag $15.65 / bag ($860.75 / pallet) 

Retail Full Pallet, 49 bags 

$9.97 / bag $8.45 / bag ($414.05 / pallet) 

Retail Full Pallet, 49 bags 

$19.97 / bag $14.00 / bag ($686.00 / pallet) 
 

     Rock Salt 
 50-pound bag 
 Sodium Chloride formula 
 Works best at 5°F and above 
 Blends small crystals that melt ice 

on contact with large crystals that 
keep melting and prevent slipping 

 Does not leave an oily residue 

Retail Full Pallet, 49 bags 

 N/A 
 

$5.89 / bag 
($288.61 / pallet) 

Retail Full Pallet, 49 bags 

 $7.97 / bag 
 

$5.79 / bag 
($283.71 / pallet) 

Retail Full Pallet, 100 bags 

 $4.97 / bag 
 

$3.90 / bag 
($390.00 / pallet) 

Retail Full Pallet, 100 bags 

 $9.97 / bag 
 

$8.90 / bag 
($890.00 / pallet) 


